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Louis Lewin, Fantastica, 1924 

Colle prime notizie a noi giunte sulla vita 
degli uomini sulla terra ne sono giunte 
altre, che si riferiscono all’uso di sostanze 
le quali non servivano per nutrire né per 
dare il senso di sazietà, ma venivano usate 
deliberatamente per provocare durante 
un certo tempo un aumento del senso 
soggettivo di benessere, lo stato 
cosiddetto di euforia. 



Sullivan RJ & Hagen EH. Psychotropic substance-
seeking: evolutionary pathology or adaptation? 

Addiction 2002; 97: 389-400. 
 

Our argument is also supported with 
archeological and historical evidence 
of substance use in antiquity 
suggesting that, for people in the 
past, psychotropic plant substances 
were as much a mundane every day 
item as they are for many people 
today. 



Dudley R. Fermenting fruit and the historical ecology of 
ethanol ingestion: is alcoholism in modern humans an 
evolutionary hangover? Addiction 2002; 97: 381-388.  

The presence of opiate and 
cannabinoid receptors in the 
human brain is also consistent 
with historical exposure to such 
compounds”. 



McAllister WB. Drug diplomacy in the twentieth 
century. An international history. Routledge 2000 

Predominant eradication concepts borrowed 
from epidemiology, which focused on 
eliminating specific disease vectors, 
appeared applicable within a supply-oriented 
approach to the drug question: eliminating 
excess quantities seemed analogous to killing 
mosquitos. (p. 49) 

 

Despite contravening evidence, decision 
makers considered demand for drugs merely 
function of supply.” (p. 79) 

‘‘ 

‘‘ 



L’uso magico-religioso delle droghe 

L’uso di droghe nel mondo 
“primitivo” "is usually for 
serious supernatural purposes 
rather than for recreation" 

(Harner MJ. Hallucinogens and 
Shamanism. Oxford UP, 1973) 

“... every human being is born 
with an innate drive to 
experience altered states of 
consciousness periodically - in 
particular to learn how to get 
away from ordinary ego-
centered consciousness... this 
drive is a most important 
factor in our evolution, both 
as individuals and as a 
species”. 

(Weil A. The Natural Mind. 
1972)  

 



McKenna T. Food of the Gods: The Search for the 
Original Tree of Knowledge. A Radical History of Plants, 

Drugs and Human Evolution. Rider, London 1992. 

“The great mistery cults that coexisted in 
the ancient Greek world of the fourth 
century B.C., which we call Dionysian and 
Eleusinian, were the last frail outposts in 
the west of a tradition of using 
psychoactive plants to dissolve personal 
boudaries, and to gain access to gnosis; 
true knowledge of the nature of things, 
that was thousands of years old.” (p.125) 



Terry C.E. & Pellens. The Opium Problem.  

Bureau of Social Hygiene, 1928 

“Through the courtesy of Professor 
R.P. Dougherty, in charge of the 
Babylonian Collection at Yale 
University, we are informed that the 
Sumerians must have known of 
opium as they had an ideogram HUL 
GIL which signified this drug.” (p. 54) 



P. Michalowski.  The drinking Gods: Alcohol in Mesopotamian Ritual and 
Mythology. In: Milano L. (Ed), Drinking in Ancient Societies. History and 
Culture of Drinks in the Ancient Near East. History of the Ancient Near 

East Studies- VI. Padova 1994. 

At one time the author of a dictionary 
of Mesopotamian plant names 
identified words denoting cannabis 
and opium but with little or no 
evidence to back up his claims. [The 
ideas expressed in the Dictionary … 
are a reflex of their time.] 



Zohary D & Hopf  M. Domestication of Plants in 
the Old World. Clarendon Press. Oxford 1993 

P. somniferum does not belong to 
the primary ‘first circle’ Near East 
crops which started food production 
in Europe. It is a representative of 
the ‘second circle’ domesticants, i.e. 
crops that were added to the 
original assemblage already outside 
the Near East core area.  



Coward F, et al. The spread of neolithic plant economies from the Near East  
to northwest Europe: a phylogenetic analysis.  

Journal of Archaeological Science 2008; 35: 42-56. 

The available evidence suggests that the 
domestication of Papaver somniferum 
(opium poppy) took place in western 
Europe …; there are early finds of seeds 
on several Linearbandkeramik sites … so 
it is likely that the cultivation of opium 
poppy occurred at an early date in the 
Neolithic. 





Dormandy T. Opium.  
Reality’s Dark Dream. 2012 

In a Sumerian ideogram of about 

4500 bc – roughly the age of 

Abraham – the poppy is called Hul Gil 

or the ‘plant of joy’, the first known 

such expression of high regard. (p. 8) 





Idolo di Gazi (Creta), 1250 a.C. circa 



Teocrito, VII,157  
 

… presso l’altare di Demetra protettrice dell’aia… 
Sul suo mucchio [di grano mietuto] possa io 
piantare di nuovo la grande pala, ed ella  sorrida 
tenendo nelle mani spighe e papaveri”. 





Cerere che sorge dalla terra  
(Museo nazionale romano delle Terme) 



Profumo del Sonno. Con papavero 
( trad. G. Ricciardelli) 

Sonno, sovrano di tutti i beati e degli uomini mortali 
e di tutti gli animali, quanti nutre l’ampia terra; 
tu solo infatti regni su tutti e a tutti ti accosti 
legando i corpi in ceppi non forgiati in bronzo, 
sciogli gli affanni, dando dolce tregua alle fatiche 
e operando sacro sollievo di ogni dolore; 
porti la preparazione alla morte salvando le anime; 
sei fratello, infatti, di Oblio e Morte. 
Ma, beato, ti supplico di venire temperato, dolce, 
preservando benevolmente gli iniziati per le opere 
divine. 



Roma, Musei Capitolini. Dopo il 300 a.C. 


